
Change Your Life, Start Right Now 

IS THIS BOOK FOR YOU?
Dear Friend, 
This book has been written for you, if you are someone who is 

open-minded, passionate, enthusiastic and above all serious about 
personal transformation. Have you a real hunger to develop much 
more of your potential, and achieve greater success in your life? 
Are you ready to “go all the way” to design a truly magnificent 
life-style, and make a real difference? This book provides your 
step by step blueprint, to ‘reinvent’ yourself, and fulfill your 
destiny. It offers multiple practical strategies to grow in true 
wealth through a life of personal integrity, wisdom and love. 

Human Greatness 

We all have immense gifts, yet too often they lie dormant: a 
hidden treasure chest. I invite you to believe in your own 
greatness. Life offers massive benefits for yourself, and those you 
love. These benefits are the result of a determined pursuit of 
excellence. This book empowers you to create, devise and live 
your own ideal Life-Plan.  

You will discover your own authentic needs, wants, and 
dreams, and be inspired to follow them passionately. The seeds of 
human eminence lie deep within us. Yet, sadly, few believe it and 
even fewer do much about it. Whatever your age or background, 
ask yourself, “What do I believe? Could I excel in my life?” If the 
answer is an unequivocal “yes”, and you’re ready to take action, 
then this book is for you. 
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Self-knowledge is the Beginning of Wisdom 

We need to discover our greatness. How?  

By questioning deeply. I invite you to undertake the beautiful 
yet arduous journey, into your own deepest convictions and 
beliefs. Self-examination takes immense courage. The rewards 
however can be truly epic. I invite you to think profoundly about 
yourself, who you really are. Deep down. Focus on your positive 
possibilities, not your weaknesses. Of course we all have areas of 
fragility in our life. Nevertheless these can be controlled, dealt 
with and even eliminated. 

Discover your passions. Find things that you can be 
enthusiastic and passionate about. A ‘dream’ life you’re prepared 
to work hard to achieve. Be fully aware of the heroic expedition 
you can still undertake. Undergo a positive, profound and honest 
self-examination. That’s the best way to know what your 
possibilities are. Ask yourself, “What kind of person am I, right 
now?” Are you really the person you want to be? Search inside 
yourself, 

“Always remember: a humble, listening heart – always eager to 
learn and grow – is an essential requirement to achieve your 
destined excellence. Learn from the wise but, above all, listen to 
the deepest calling of your own heart and mind, where love and 
truth abide.” (The Merry Monk) 

How could you become a better person? Wiser? More loving? 
Happier? Making more of a difference? What are all your hidden 
gifts and talents? Track them down and use them to fashion your 
dream life. Wake up to the person you can become: successful and 
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wealthy, through a life committed to providing a great service to 
as many fellow human beings as possible. 

Decisive Action Needed 

Decide to leave behind a better legacy. Be brave. Life presents 
you with many challenges. New ideas. Different options. Difficult 
choices. Yet boldness and decisive action will open many doors to 
the abundance of the Universe. You will often find your true path, 
waiting for you in the most unlikely places. Follow it. Go for it. 
Do it. 

If these few thoughts resonate with you, then this book is for 
you. I wish you well in all your endeavors. 

Gerry 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